Stitch-A-Wish
benefiting Cook Children’s Medical Center in Fort Worth, Texas

TELEMETRY BIBS

Opened Up  Back with Pocket  Front

Telemetry Bibs allow toddlers mobility even while attached to heart monitoring equipment. A Telemetry Bib is basically a smock with a BUTTON closure on the shoulders, and a pocket on the back. The pocket is used to hold portable heart monitoring equipment so that a toddler can still get up and move around. The pocket also keeps the monitoring equipment out-of-sight of the toddler.

Supplies:

Toddler’s smock pattern.

Directions:

It is preferred that the shoulders be easily opened and closed using a BUTTON.

The pocket on the back should measure approximately 6” wide by 7” tall.

Thank you!!

For additional information or to join Cook Children’s Volunteer Stitch-A-Wish program, please contact:

Christy Beck, Cook Children’s Volunteer Program Specialist, 682.885.4590; christy.beck@cookchildrens.org